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Once the locomotive has been positioned inside the shop, a power source is needed.  This is 

accomplished by soldering the locomotive jumper cable to a battery charger receptacle pin for 

power from the building. 

The task took 2 employees to solder the locomotive jumper cable to the battery charger 

receptacle pin, with 1 soldering and 1 employee holding the 2 connections.  This produced 

awkward arm/shoulder postures and moderate grip forces for the employee holding the cable or 

receptacle wire while the other employee soldered them together. 

The electrician, who does the task, started looking for a better solution.  He wanted to eliminate 

the risk factors and saw that the best way to do that was to eliminate the 2nd person that had to 

hold the cables.  He had the machine shop fabricate a pipe type tool about 8 inches long with a 

bracket.  This tool failed.   

The Electrician then cut and welded a second piece of pipe with a larger diameter to a pipe 

bracket with a hole drilled in it for attaching it to the locomotive.  He also built it to where it could 

be attached to the locomotive at waist height, allowing good ergonomic positioning of the 

employee when soldering.  This design fit perfectly. 

 

 

 

Cable Connecting Tool connects building power to locomotive 

 

The cost of the tool made in house by employees is about $10.  There is also a 40% labor 

savings, with the new tool making this a one person task.  The speed of the task was increased 

by 25%.   

• Risk Analysis indicates 1 claim every 5 years @ $23,377 per claim                           $23, 377 / 5 

years = $4675 annual savings 

• Reduced rework from poor solders: 1 re-soldering/week @ $56.34  x  50 weeks  =  $2817 annual 

savings  



• Savings on labor: 40% 

• Savings/day:  1 hr @ $43.67/hr          $43.67 x 250 days =  $10,918 annual savings  

• Total Savings:  $4675  + $2817 + $10,918  =  $18,410 

•  Battery Charger Tool Cost:  $10 

• ROI :  less than 1 day 
 


